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ABSTRACT: The abnormal expression of tumor-related
proteases plays a critical role in cancer invasion, progression,
and metastasis. Therefore, it is considerably meaningful to
non-invasively assess the proteases’ activity in vivo for both
tumor diagnosis and therapeutic evaluation. Herein, we report
an activatable probe constructed with a near-infrared dye
(Cy5.5) and a quencher (QSY21) covalently linked through a
peptide substrate of matrix metalloproteinases-2 (MMP-2)
that was chosen as a model for tumor-associated proteases.
Upon cleavage with activated MMP-2, this probe emitted an
MMP-2-concentration-dependent fluorescence. Quite unexpectedly, owing to the variation in the aggregation state of both the
dye and its quencher as a consequence of the cleavage, the responsive probe presented a dramatic MMP-2-concentration-
dependent absorption at around 680 nm, while that at around 730 nm was MMP-2 concentration independent. These features
allowed detection of MMP-2 activity via both fluorescence and photoacoustic (PA) imaging in vitro, respectively. Moreover,
taking the PA signal at 730 nm as an internal reference, the PA signal at 680 nm allowed quantitative detection of MMP-2
expression in breast cancer in vivo. We thus envision that our current approach would offer a useful tool for studying the
malignant impacts of versatile tumor-associated proteases in vivo.

■ INTRODUCTION
Abnormal tumor microenvironmental factors such as low
extracellular pH, hypoxia, and up-regulated expression of
tumor-related proteases are widely accepted as cancer
signatures.1,2 Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are known
to be important biomarkers involved in tumorigenesis,
invasiveness, metastasis, and angiogenesis of cancers,3−5 and
MMP-2 is one of the most vital MMPs, as it is overexpressed in
the majority of solid tumors in, for example, breast,6 bladder,7

colon,8 prostate,9 and stomach cancers.10 Therefore, the
assessment of MMP-2 activity in vivo is of great relevance for
clinical diagnosis and therapeutic evaluation of cancers.11 Non-
invasive detection of the protease activity through optical
imaging has been reported.12−26 For example, with the aid of a
dual-ratiometric target-triggered fluorescent probe, simulta-
neous and quantitative mapping of tumor microenvironment
protease activity and pH was successfully demonstrated.

Moreover, the overexpression of MMPs was found to be
well-correlated, in both time and location, with abnormal pH
in vivo, and their synergistic effects largely govern the
heterogeneous invasion of malignant tumors.27,28 Apparently,
fluorescence imaging offers great potential for visualizing the
malignant molecular behaviors. Nevertheless, the limited
penetration depth of visible light limits its clinical translation.
Fortunately, photoacoustic (PA) imaging, synergistically
integrating optical imaging and ultrasound imaging, overcomes
the limitations of conventional fluorescence imaging and
provides a deeper tissue imaging capacity with high spatial
resolution.29−38

Although a number of responsive PA probes have recently
been reported for non-invasively detecting MMPs in vivo,39−46
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they do not allow for real-time acquisition of MMPs expression
in tumors in vivo, which is essential for early tumor diagnosis
and evaluation of cancer therapeutic efficacy.
In this study, we report an activatable PA probe that can be

used for quantitatively visualizing and analyzing the activity of
MMP-2 in vivo. As depicted in Scheme 1, a MMP-2 cleavable

peptide sequence GPLGVRGY was chosen to covalently link
Cy5.5 with its quencher QSY21 to establish an activatable
structure, QSY21-GPLGVRGY-Cy5.5, that is denoted as QC
in the following text. QC is an amphiphilic molecule because
QSY21 is more hydrophobic while Cy5.5 is more hydrophilic,
so the QC molecules tend to self-assemble into uniform
nanoparticles in aqueous solution. Conventional optical
characterization revealed that the QC particles in the intact
state presented nearly no detectable fluorescence but were
readily activated to exhibit strong fluorescence upon
incubation with MMP-2. This is reasonable to expect, as
QSY21 is an effective quencher for Cy5.5.47 Quite
unexpectedly, the QC nanoparticles also presented a photo-
acoustic signal at 680 nm that decreased linearly against the
concentration of MMP-2, while the PA signal at around 730
nm remained nearly unchanged. This unique feature makes the
QC nanoparticles useful for serving as ratiometric photo-
acoustic imaging probes for quantitatively detecting the MMP-
2 activities in vivo.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The probe was synthesized according to our previously
reported protocol.48,49 An alkyne-terminated peptide,
GPLGVRGY, was first conjugated to an azido-functionalized
Cy5.5 (Cy5.5-N3) in DMSO/water (1:1 by vol) by a
copper(I)-catalyzed “click” reaction and then reacted with
QSY21-NHS (QSY21 carboxylic acid, succinimidyl ester),
followed by purification via high-performance liquid chroma-
tography (HPLC) to afford the desired probe QC (Scheme S1
in the Supporting Information). The purity and identity of the
probe were confirmed by analytical HPLC and high-resolution
mass spectrometry (HR-MS) (Figures S1 and S2). The QC
probe was essentially soluble in organic solvent but formed
small nanoparticles spontaneously in aqueous buffer. The
average size of the resulting nanoparticles is 9.4 ± 1.4 nm, as
shown in Figure 1a, according to transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) measurements, while the hydrodynamic
size was ∼10 nm, determined through dynamic light scattering
(DLS) (Figure S3a). The hydrodynamic size of the resulting

nanoparticles remained almost unchanged upon storage in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH = 7.4) for more than 30
days (Figure S3b), indicating that not only QC but also the
aggregates formed in the aqueous system have very good
stability over time. Further measurements revealed that the
zeta potential of the QC particles was around −26.7 mV.
The formation of the QC particles was then investigated

through absorption spectroscopy. The absorption spectra of
QC in DMSO with different volume fractions of buffer were
recorded. It is apparent that, with increasing fraction of buffer,
the absorbance of QC gradually decreases to a minimum when
the buffer fraction is increased to 90%. In the meantime, the
absorption shoulder gradually blue-shifts and splits into an
evident peak at 619 nm (Figure 1b). To understand these
variations in the absorption spectroscopy of QC, the
absorption spectra of QSY21 and Cy5.5 in buffer/DMSO
with different volume fractions were also investigated. As
shown in Figure S4, the absorbance peak of QSY21
dramatically decreased with increasing buffer fraction, which
is also accompanied by slight a blue-shift of the peak position.
All these variations suggest that the solvent polarity has a
strong impact on the solubility of QSY21 and that water can
induce QSY21 molecules to form aggregates that appear as tiny
particles under TEM when the buffer fraction was 90% (Figure
S5). In contrast, the variation in the absorption of Cy5.5 was
much less evident, although a slight blue-shift in absorption
peak position and a little variation in peak intensity was
observed, suggesting that the stronger hydrophobicity of
QSY21 was the main driving force for QC molecules to
form the nanoparticles shown in Figure 1a. The possible
aggregating structure of QC molecules was further simulated
through calculations. As shown in Figure 1c,d, the QC
molecules can be arranged through intermolecular π−π
stacking via both Cy5.5 and QSY21 groups with an interlayer
distance of 5.98 Å, supporting that the strong intermolecular
interactions promote the self-assembly of the probe molecules.
To show the responsiveness of the probe in response to

MMP-2, a negative control probe (i.e., QSY21-GLALGPGY-
Cy5.5, denoted as QC control below) was also synthesized
according to the same synthetic method mentioned above,
based on an alkyne-terminated scrambled peptide,

Scheme 1. A Probe for Non-invasively Detecting MMP-2
Activity through Fluorescence/Photoacoustic Imaging

Figure 1. (a) Size distribution profile of the QC (40 μM) probe
particles formed in PBS buffer (pH = 7.4) and a representative TEM
image of the probe particles. (b) UV−vis absorption spectra of the
QC probe (8 μM) in a series of solutions with different buffer:DMSO
volume ratios as indicated. (c, d) Self-organized structures of the QC
molecules in solid-state particles viewed from different directions
according to theoretical calculations.
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GLALGPGY, which was not detachable for MMP-2. The
results on its purity and molecular structure are given in
Figures S1 and S2. It was also experimentally confirmed that
QSY21-GLALGPGY-Cy5.5 molecules present aggregation
behaviors very similar to those of the QC probes and can
thus serve as a suitable control for the following studies. As
expected, the fluorescence of QC particle probes can
remarkably be activated, showing an on/off ratio up to 44, as
given in Figure 2a, upon incubation with activated MMP-2,

while no fluorescence enhancement was determined with the
control (Figure S6). In addition, the activation of the QC
probe can effectively be inhibited by GM6001, an inhibitor of
MMP-2, suggesting that the current QC probe possesses an
excellent specificity in response to MMP-2. To characterize the
sensitivity of the probe in detecting MMP-2, QC (4 μM) was
incubated with MMP-2 with concentration ranging from 0 to
320 ng mL−1. The fluorescence intensities were carefully
recorded and compared. As shown in Figure 2b and Figure
S7a, the fluorescence is positively correlated with the
concentration of MMP-2 before it gradually reaches a plateau
above 160 ng mL−1. Further HPLC analysis confirmed that the
responsive QC probe can be almost completely digested by
MMP-2 through 2 h incubation (Figure S7b). When the
MMP-2 concentration is lower than 80 ng mL−1, the intensity
of the activated fluorescence varies linearly against the MMP-2
concentration (R2 = 0.95) (inset of Figure 2b), according to
which a detection limit down to 0.52 ng mL−1 can be derived
(Figure S8).
To further investigate the selectivity of the responsive probe,

the QC nanoparticles were treated with different types of

proteins such as BamHI, bovine serum albumin (BSA), Furin,
RNase, MMP-9, and MMP-2. The results given in Figure S9a
revealed that MMP-9 can also effectively activate the QC
probe but with a slightly lower on/off ratio. All this evidence
strongly suggests that the current responsive probe can
potentially be used for quantitatively detecting the activated
MMP-2/-9 with a high sensitivity and selectivity in vitro.
The cytotoxicity of the QC probe was assessed through the

widely used methyl thiazolyl tetrazolium (MTT) approach. As
shown in Figure S9b, the QC probe exhibited negligible
cytotoxicity to fibroblast cell line 3T3 and murine breast
carcinoma 4T1 cells below 64 μM. The overall cell viability for
these two types of cells remained above 80% after they were
incubated with the QC probes for 24 h. In the following
experiments, 4T1 cells were chosen as MMP-2-positive cancer
cells, while 3T3 cells expressing a low level of MMP-2 were
taken as a negative control. Figure S10 presents confocal laser
scanning microscopy images of 4T1 and 3T3 live cells after
being incubated with the QC probes for 8 h. The 3T3 cells
exhibit extremely low fluorescence, while 4T1 cells present
very strong fluorescence after co-incubation. Moreover, the
fluorescence intensity of 4T1 cells could remarkably be
suppressed by the MMP-2 inhibitor. Collectively, all the
above results demonstrate that the QC responsive probe can
specifically be hydrolyzed by MMP-2 secreted by cancer cells
in vitro, which encouraged us to further evaluate its potential in
visualizing MMP-2 activity in vivo.
Figure 2c and Figure S11a show series of representative

fluorescence images of mice (n = 3) bearing 4T1 tumor
xenografts, acquired at selected time points after intravenous
injection of the QC probe, QC control, or QC probe mixed
with the MMP-2 inhibitor, respectively. It is apparent that the
4T1 tumor can clearly be visualized through high signal-to-
noise fluorescence. In brief, the fluorescence signal appears 1 h
post injection of the QC probe (60 μM, 200 μL) and reaches
an intensity maximum approximately 2 h post injection.
However, the fluorescence from the control groups of mice
receiving the QC control (60 μM, 200 μL) or intratumoral
injection of MMP-2 inhibitor (1.5 mM, 50 μL) 30 min after
the delivery of the QC probe, exhibited greatly lowered
intensity (Figures S11b and S12a). Probably due to the
nanometer size of the probe particles,50 liver dominates the
biodistribution of the QC probes and presents an evident
signal even in the “off” state, where the fluorescence of the QC
probe is supposed to be rather weak (Figure 2d and Figure
S12b). To further show the pharmacokinetic behavior, the QC
probe was labeled with 125I and then delivered into tumor-
bearing mice for single-photon emission computed tomog-
raphy (SPECT) imaging (Scheme S2). As shown in Figure
S12c, the tumor uptake of the 125I-labeled QC probe became
evident 15 min post injection, and then the radioactivity signal
gradually increased and reached a maximum with approx-
imately 1.93% ID/g at 2 h post injection (Figure S12d), which
is highly consistent with the aforementioned in vivo
fluorescence imaging results and further suggests that the
responsive probe can promptly be activated once within the
tumor. This quick response was also directly observed through
real-time in vivo confocal fluorescence microscopy imaging of
the tumorous areas before and after administration of the QC
probe (Figures S13 and S14, and Video S1). Collectively, these
results well demonstrate that the current responsive probe can
potentially be used to visualize the tumor-associated protease
in vivo for both tumor diagnosis and studies.

Figure 2. (a) Fluorescence spectra of the QC probe (4 μM) recorded
after incubation with MMP-2 (320 ng mL−1) [denoted as MMP-2
(+)], a mixture of MMP-2 and its inhibitor GM6001 (100 μM)
[denoted as MMP-2 + inhibitor] at 37 °C for 2 h in HEPES buffer
(pH = 7.4), and the QC probe treated in the absence of MMP-2
[denoted as MMP-2 (−)] (inset: fluorescence images of the above
solutions recorded upon excitation at 675 nm on an IVIS in vivo
imaging system). (b) Fluorescence spectra of the QC probe (4 μM)
recorded after incubation with different concentrations of MMP-2 at
37 °C for 2 h in HEPES buffer (inset: normalized MMP-2
concentration-dependent fluorescence of the QC probe). (c) In vivo
fluorescence imaging of 4T1 tumor-bearing nude mice injected with
the QC probe (60 μM, 200 μL) (top) or GM6001 (1.5 mM, 50 μL)
0.5 h after the injection of QC probe (bottom). (d) Ex vivo
fluorescence images of major organs and tumors dissected from the
mice 24 h post injection of the probe (H: heart, Li: liver, Sp: spleen,
Lu: lung, Ki: kidney, T: tumor).
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According to the strong absorption in the near-infrared
regions, both Cy5.5 and its quencher QSY21 can increase the
photoacoustic imaging contrast of tumors. Nevertheless, owing
to their different hydrophobicity degrees, the cleavage of the
peptide linker unavoidably alters the aggregation state of the
QC molecules and the energy-transfer efficiency between
Cy5.5 and QSY21 to give rise to a variable photoacoustic
signal, which may be used for quantifying the expression of
MMP-2 in vivo. To verify this hypothesis, the absorption
spectra of the QC probe were recorded in the presence of
different concentrations of MMP-2 in HEPES buffer. As shown
in Figure 3a, the intensities of the main absorption peaks of the

QC probe at around 620 and 680 nm are greatly increased
against the concentration of MMP-2, exhibiting a reverse
tendency of the particle aggregation induced by excessive
water, as shown in Figure 1b. This is likely due to the release of
monomeric Cy5.5, as it is more hydrophilic in comparison the
QSY21. Accompanying the increased absorbance, a gradual
blue-shift occurring for the 680 nm absorption band leaves the
absorbance at 730 nm almost unchanged (Figures S15 and
S16). This unique feature thus offers an opportunity to
quantitatively determine the MMP-2 level by taking the

photoacoustic signals recorded at 730 nm as an internal
reference. To verify this hypothesis, the PA signals of a series of
aqueous solutions containing equal amounts of QC probes but
different amounts of MMP-2 were recorded after co-
incubation for 2 h. The signals recorded under illumination
at 680 nm (denoted as PAS680) and 730 nm (denoted as
PAS730), respectively, were compared after subtracting the
signal recorded from a control solution with no MMP-2 being
present. As expected, PAS730 remains nearly constant, while
PAS680 is dramatically decreased against the concentration of
MMP-2. Although the absorption of the QC probe at 680 nm
is positively correlated with MMP-2 concentration, the results
in Figure 2b indicate that the cleavage of the peptide linker
effectively destroys the FRET energy transfer from Cy5.5 to its
quencher QSY21. In consequence, the photoenergy absorbed
by the QC probe will partly be dissipated in the form of
fluorescence rather than heat, which surpasses the positive
contribution of the increased absorbance and thus leads to
decreased photoacoustic signals.
As PAS680 is much more sensitive to the concentration of

MMP-2, it is plotted against the concentration of MMP-2. To
exclude possible interference introduced by variable probe
concentration in particular for in vivo detection, PAS730 was
adopted as an internal reference. As shown in Figure 3b, the
ratio of PAS680/PAS730 gradually decreases against the
concentration of MMP-2, giving rise to a good linear
relationship in MMP-2 concentration range of 10−640 ng
mL−1, which provides the possibility to quantitatively detect
MMP-2 in vivo through ratiometric photoacoustic imaging.
In the following animal experiments, the mice bearing

subcutaneous 4T1-tumor xenografts (n = 3) were imaged upon
illumination at 680 and 730 nm, respectively. As the tumors
exhibited intrinsic weak PA signals, the intensity increment of
PAS (ΔPAS obtained by subtracting the PAS acquired prior to
the injection of the QC probe) was determined to show the
temporal ΔPAS induced by QC probes through their gradual
accumulation in tumor, while ΔPAS induced by the activation
of MMP-2 was obtained by taking ΔPAS730 as internal
reference as mentioned above. As shown in Figure 3c,d, both
ΔPAS680 and ΔPAS730 remarkably increase against time after
intravenous injection of the QC probe, which implies that
within the initial 2 h of post injection the accumulation of the
QC probes keeps increasing (Figure S17). However, ΔPAS680/
ΔPAS730 reaches a plateau 1.5 h post injection after the initial
monotonic increase (Figure 3e), suggesting that the amount of
the QC probes accumulated within 1.5 h is high enough for
reflecting the MMP-2 activity with tumors in vivo. In addition,
both ΔPAS680 and ΔPAS730 from the control group of mice
intratumorally injected with MMP-2 inhibitor 30 min posterior
to the administration of the QC probe were obviously higher
than those recorded from the experiment group (Figure
S17b,c). More importantly, the ratiometric PA signals
(ΔPAS680/ΔPAS730) are enhanced by the inhibitor (Figure
S17d), indicating that the activity of MMP-2 is effectively
suppressed by the latter.
In light of the above exciting findings, the expression level of

MMP-2 in tumors of different sizes was determined for further
correlating the ratiometric photoacoustic signal with the
expression level of MMP-2 in vivo. The PA images of tumors
of different sizes were obtained by subtracting the initial PA
signal recorded prior to the injection of the probes from that
recorded 2 h post injection of the probes. As shown in Figure
4a, the normalized PA signals recorded upon illumination at

Figure 3. (a) UV−vis absorption spectra of the QC probe (8 μM)
recorded after incubation with MMP-2 under different MMP-2
concentrations (ng mL−1). (b) Correlation between the ΔPAS680/
ΔPAS730 of the QC probe (0.25 μM) and the concentration of MMP-
2 recorded at 37 °C after incubation for 2 h (inset: PA images of the
QC probe solutions containing different amounts of MMP-2). (c)
Temporal photoacoustic images of 4T1 tumor-bearing nude mice
injected with the QC probe (60 μM, 200 μL) recorded under
illumination of 680 and 730 nm, respectively. The tumor regions are
delineated by white dotted circles. (d) Temporal photoacoustic signal
(ΔPAS) of the tumor site after subtracting the pre-contrasted signal
recorded under illumination at 680 and 730 nm, respectively. (e)
Temporal ratiometric signal ΔPAS680/ΔPAS730.
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both 680 and 730 nm increase against the tumor size. The
ratiometric PA signals (ΔPAS680/ΔPAS730) of the tumor site
for mice receiving QC increase positively against the tumor
size in a range of 53−225 mm3. However, the ΔPAS680/
ΔPAS730 keeps a nearly constant for the tumors in a similar
size range (58−243 mm3) after receiving QC control (Figure
4b), suggesting that the scrambled probe is not responsive to
MMP-2 in vivo. Figure 4c shows the tumor-size-dependent
MMP-2 expression determined through conventional Western
blotting assays (more details are given in Figure S18). In brief,
the MMP-2 expression decreases against the tumor size, which
was also previously observed.27 This relationship allows us to
further quantitatively correlate the integrated ratiometric PA
signal with the MMP-2 expression level, as given in Figure 4d.
In fact, by activating a responsive fluorescence probe,
quantitatively mapping of the expression level of MMPs in
vivo was previously reported. In comparison with conventional
fluorescence imaging, apparently the photoacoustic imaging
holds advantages particularly in detection depth. In combina-
tion with the ratiometric photoacoustic response of the QC
probe, herein we have shown that the quantitative detection of
MMP-2 activities in vivo is possible. The abnormal expression
of tumor-associated proteases is closely related with the
malignant behaviors of tumors such as metastasis, apoptosis,
and angiogenesis. To non-invasively assess the expression level
of the MMPs is undoubtedly meaningful not only for tumor
diagnosis, prognosis, and anti-cancer drug screening, but also
for in-depth cancer studies.

■ CONCLUSION
In summary, we have developed an activatable fluorescence
probe for optically detecting the tumor-associated protease

MMP-2. The unexpected ratiometric photoacoustic respon-
siveness toward MMP-2 provides an opportunity to non-
invasively and quantitatively detect the expression level of
MMP-2 in vivo. We thus believe that this proof-of-concept
study may provide a valuable platform for non-invasively
investigate the malignant behaviors of tumor-related proteases
in vivo.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
General Information. The peptides GPLGVRGY-Pra and

GLALGPGY-Pra were synthesized by GL Biochem (Shanghai,
China) as requested. Cy5.5 azide was purchased from Click
Chemistry Tools (Scottsdale, AZ). QSY21 carboxylic acid,
succinimidyl ester (QSY21-NHS) was purchased from Molecular
Probes (Eugene, OR). MMP-2 and MMP-9 enzymes were provided
by R&D (Minneapolis, MN). RNase was purchased from Thermo
Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA). Furin was obtained from New
England Biolabs (Ipswich, MA). BamHI was purchased from Thermo
Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA). BSA was obtained from Sinopharm
(Shanghai, China). The MMPs inhibitor GM6001 was purchased
from TargetMol (Boston, MA). MTT cell proliferation cytotoxicity
assay kit was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Hoechst
33342 was purchased from BD (Franklin, NJ). Radionuclide (Na125I)
was obtained from GMS Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China).
M-PER mammalian protein extraction reagent and Pierce ECL
Western Blotting substrate were purchased from Thermo Fisher
Scientific (Waltham, MA). All chemical reagents used in the synthesis
of the probe were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and
used without any further purification. Milli-Q water with a resistivity
above 18 MΩ·cm was used in the experiments.

HPLC profiles were acquired using 1260 high performance liquid
chromatography (Agilent). HR-MS were obtained on a 6230 time-of-
flight mass spectrometer and a 6540 UHD accurate-mass quadrupole
time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Agilent). UV−vis absorption

Figure 4. (a) PA images of 4T1 tumors of different sizes in vivo, recorded 2 h post injection of the QC probe (left, 60 μM, 200 μL) or its control
(right, 60 μM, 200 μL) through 680 and 730 nm channels, together the photographs of the corresponding tumors harvested right after the PA
imaging. Tumor regions are delineated by white dotted circles in the PA images. (b) Ratiometric signal ΔPAS680/ΔPAS730 against the tumor size.
(c, d) MMP-2 expression levels determined (c) through the conventional tumor-size-dependent method and (d) non-invasively through the
ΔPAS680/ΔPAS730 signal.
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spectra were taken on UV spectrometer (UV-3600, Shimadzu).
Fluorescence spectra were recorded on fluorescence spectrometer
(FLS980, Edinburgh). Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements
were carried out using a particle size analyzer (Nano ZS90, Malvern).
TEM images were taken on an electron microscope (Tecnai G2
Spirit, FEI). The absorbance was measured using EnSpire multimode
plate reader (PerkinElmer). The fluorescence images of probe and
mice were acquired with an IVIS Spectrum in vivo imaging system
(PerkinElmer). The fluorescence micrographs were captured with a
fluorescence microscope (FV1200, Olympus). PA imaging was
performed with a multispectral optoacoustic tomography (MSOT)
scanner (iThera Medical). In vivo confocal fluorescence imaging used
living confocal microscopy (Cellvizio). SPECT imaging was
reconstructed with U-SPECT (MILabsBV).
Synthesis, Purification, and Characterization of Probe

QSY21-GPLGVRGY-Cy5.5. For synthesis of GPLGVRGY-Cy5.5,
5.01 mg of GPLGVRGY-Pra (0.0055 mmol) was dissolved in 1 mL of
DMSO, into which 1 mL of aqueous solution containing 4.93 mg of
Cy5.5-N3 (0.005 mmol), 0.48 mg of CuSO4 (0.003 mmol), and 1.19
mg of sodium ascorbate (0.006 mmol) was introduced. After reacting
for 3 h under continual stirring in the dark at room temperature, the
reaction mixture was purified by HPLC to obtain the GPLGVRGY-
Cy5.5 followed by the characterization of HR-MS. Calcd. for
C85H117N19O23S4

2+, ([M+2H]2+): 949.8721, found ESI-MS: m/z
949.8617.
GPLGVRGY-Cy5.5 (1.14 mg, 0.0006 mmol) was subsequently

reacted with QSY21-NHS (0.41 mg, 0.0005 mmol) and DIPEA (20
μL) in 1 mL of DMF. The reaction mixture was stirred for 5 h in the
dark at room temperature, monitored by HPLC. The desired products
were finally purified by prep-HPLC and characterized by HR-MS.
Calcd. for C126H151N22O27S5

2+, ([M+2H]2+): 1281.9856, found ESI-
MS: m/z 1281.9746.
General Procedure for Enzymatic Assay. In vitro enzymatic

assays were performed in HEPES buffer (pH = 7.4). Briefly,
recombinant MMP-2 (320 ng mL−1) was incubated with QC (4
μM) or the QC control (4 μM) at 37 °C for 2 h. The enzymatic
cleavage of probe by MMP-2 was monitored by HPLC. Furthermore,
QC (4 μM) were incubated with 0, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, and 320 ng
mL−1 MMP-2 at 37 °C for 2 h in Eppendorf tubes, respectively. The
fluorescence intensity was measured with FLS980 spectrometer. The
excitation wavelength was fixed at 675 nm, and the emission spectrum
was recorded from 685 to 800 nm using a 300 μL cuvette.
For competitive experiments, MMP-2 inhibitor (GM6001, 100

μM) was first incubated with MMP-2 (320 ng mL−1) for 0.5 h
followed by the addition of QC (4 μM). Meanwhile, the same amount
of QC was directly added into the HEPES solution containing 320 ng
mL−1 of MMP-2. After 2 h incubation at 37 °C, the fluorescence
intensity was then recorded with FLS980 spectrometer.
To investigate the selectivity of the probe, 4 μM of QC was

incubated with 320 ng mL−1 of enzymes (BamHI, BSA, Furin, RNase,
MMP-9, MMP-2) at 37 °C for 2 h, respectively. The fluorescence
intensity was subsequently determined with FLS980 spectrometer. In
addition, the fluorescence imaging performed using an IVIS Spectrum
instrument confirmed with the fluorescence spectrum.
Kinetic Analysis of Probe QC Cleavage. Kinetic constants of

the QC probe in response to MMP-2 were obtained by fitting the
experimental data through a nonlinear regression according to the
Michaelis−Menten equation, V0 = kcat[E]0[S]/Km + [S], with
GraphPad Prism software. The Michaelis constant (Km) and the
catalytic constant (kcat) values were around ∼0.80 μΜ and ∼0.54 s−1

(Figure S23), respectively.
In Vitro PA Imaging. PA imaging was performed by MSOT with

excitation light of 680−800 nm. Different concentrations of MMP-2
(0, 1, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, and 640 ng mL−1) were incubated with
QC (0.25 μM) in HEPES buffer followed by PA imaging. PA imaging
of free Cy5.5 azide (8 μM), free QSY21 (8 μM), and QC (8 μM)
before and after MMP-2 (640 ng mL−1) in solutions was also
determined on MSOT with excitation light of 680−800 nm.
Cell Culture. The murine breast carcinoma cell line 4T1 and

murine embryonic fibroblast cell line 3T3 were acquired from the Cell

Bank of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. The 4T1 cells were
cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Hyclone Inc.), supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum (Hyclone Inc.) and 1% penicillin
streptomycin (Beyotime Inc.), at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere
of 5% CO2. The 3T3 cells were cultured in DMEM medium (Hyclone
Inc.), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Hyclone Inc.) and
1% penicillin streptomycin (Beyotime Inc.), at 37 °C in a humidified
atmosphere of 5% CO2. The cells were cultured until 75% confluence
was reached, and experiments were performed.

Cytotoxicity Assay. The cytotoxicity of probe was measured
using commonly MTT assay. The 4T1 cells and 3T3 cells were
planted at a density of 1 × 104 cells/well in 96-well cell culture plate,
respectively. After growing for 24 h, the cells were incubated with
different concentrations of QC (0, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 μM). Then,
the cell viability was determined by MTT cell proliferation
cytotoxicity assay kit 24 h after the treatments. The absorbance was
measured using EnSpire multimode plate reader at a wavelength of
490 nm.

Confocal Imaging. The 4T1 cells and 3T3 cells were plated in 8-
well plates with a concentration of 1 × 104 cells/well, respectively.
After growing for 24 h, both groups of cells were incubated with QC
(4 μM) in the presence and absence of inhibitor GM6001 (100 μM).
The cell fluorescence imaging was then determined by Hoechst 33342
assay kit 8 h after the treatments. The samples were observed through
an FV1200 laser scanning confocal microscope.

Mice Tumor Model Construction. Female BALB/c athymic
nude mice with body weights of 18−20 g purchased from ChangZhou
Cavensla Experimental Animal Technology Co. Ltd. were housed
under standard conditions (25 ± 2 °C/60% ± 10% relative humidity)
with 12 h light/dark cycle. The tumors were grafted by subcutaneous
inoculation of 1 × 106 4T1 cells in about 50 μL PBS into the right
front flank of each mouse. Fluorescence, SPECT, and PAI studies
were carried out when tumor size reached about 50 mm3. All animal
experiment protocols were compliant with the Animal Ethics
Committee of the Soochow University Laboratory Animal Center.

In Vivo Fluorescence Imaging of Tumors. QC (60 μM, 200
μL) was intravenously injected into 4T1 tumor-bearing nude mice via
the tail vein with and without 0.5 h posterior intratumoral treatment
of inhibitor GM6001 (1.5 mM, 50 μL). As control experiment, the
QC control (60 μM, 200 μL) was injected into 4T1 tumor-bearing
nude mice via the tail vein. The mice were then anesthetized with 3%
isoflurane mixed with oxygen gas (0.5 L/min) and imaged by using an
IVIS Spectrum system at different time points. The fluorescence
images were finally analyzed with vendor software to separate
autofluorescence from chromophore signals through spectral
unmixing algorithms.

In Vivo Confocal Fluorescence Imaging of Tumors. To verify
the feasibility of intravital tumor optical imaging, we performed the in
vivo confocal fluorescence imaging of subcutaneous 4T1 tumors using
living confocal microscopy. The tumor-bearing nude mice were first
divided into three groups and then subjected to different treatments,
i.e., intravenous injection of QC, blank tumor, intravenous injection of
QC, and intratumoral injection of inhibitor GM6001 (1.5 mM, 50
μL). Typically, QC (60 μM, 200 μL) was intravenously injected into
the tumor-bearing mice via the tail vein, and the mice were then
anesthetized with 3% isoflurane mixed with oxygen gas (0.5 L/min),
followed by imaging with living confocal microscopy at different time
points.

Ex Vivo Biodistribution Studies. For the ex vivo biodistribution
study, mice were sacrificed at 24 h post-injection with QC (60 μM,
200 μL), and then the major organs and tumor tissues were carefully
harvested and rinsed with PBS buffer (pH = 7.4), placed on black
paper, and immediately imaged with an IVIS Spectrum instrument.
After that, the tumors were subsequently collected for cryosection and
eventually imaged by FV1200 laser scanning confocal microscope.

Radio-iodination of QC with Chloramine-T Method. QC was
radiolabeled by Na125I through the direct chloramine-T method.51

Briefly, QC (40.0 μg) was dissolved in PBS buffer (0.01 M, 200 μL,
pH = 7.4), labeled with Na125I (18.5 MBq, 500 μCi), and then
chloramine-T (100 μg) in PBS (0.01 M, 10 μL, pH = 7.4) was added.
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The reaction mixture was incubated for 10 min with shaking at room
temperature. The crude reaction was then passed over a C18-SepPak
(pretreated first with 95% EtOH and then 0.01 M PBS), washed with
4.0 mL PBS to removed free iodine-125, and then eluted into 1.0 mL
of 95% EtOH in yield of 70−80%. After that, the solution was heated
to 40 °C for 6 h with shaking to evaporate EtOH and the volume of
the solution controlled at 50 μL. For imaging, the probe was further
diluted in 200 μL of PBS.
In Vivo SPECT Imaging. 4T1 tumor-bearing nude mice were

intravenously injected with 125I-QC (9.25 MBq, 250 μCi, 200 μL) via
the tail vein. The whole-body SPECT imaging was performed under
general anesthesia by inhalation of 3% isoflurane mixed with oxygen
gas (0.5 L/min). The mice were maintained in a prone position on a
heated animal bed at 37 °C. The representative SPECT images were
acquired at different time points. First, SPECT images were acquired
with a 60% energy window peaked at 30 keV, with an acquisition time
15 min per frame. After SPECT acquisition, the animal remained
anesthetized, the images were obtained at an X-ray voltage of 55 kVp
and anode current of 615 μA in accurate mode using full angle, three
frames averaging. The projection data were reconstructed with U-
SPECT. After SPECT data reconstruction, the images were analyzed
using PMOD software (PMOD, version 3.6).
In Vivo Photoacoustic Imaging. 4T1 tumor-bearing nude mice

were anesthetized by 3% isoflurane mixed with oxygen gas (0.5 L/
min) delivered via a nose cone and placed into a water bath to
maintain their body temperature at 37 °C. Subsequently, QC (60 μM,
200 μL) and the QC control (60 μM, 200 μL) were intravenously
subjected by tail vein injection, respectively. In addition, the following
experiment was also carried out as a control by intravenously injecting
the QC probe (60 μM, 200 μL) 0.5 h prior to the intratumoral
injection of inhibitor GM6001 (1.5 mM, 50 μL). The mice were then
imaged by MSOT with excitation light of 680−800 nm at different
time points. After imaging reconstruction, the probe signal in tumor
area was measured by ROI analysis using the MSOT imaging system
software package. Tumor volume (V) was calculated as follows: V
(mm3) = 1/2 × length (mm) × width (mm)2. The MMP-2 activity in
tumors of different sizes was calculated by normalizing the protease
activity (obtained by comparing PA signal of 680 and 730 nm)
according to the tumor volume.
Determination of MMP-2 Expression in Vitro. The expression

level of MMP-2 by tumor tissues was determined through Western
Blot method. The different size tumor tissues extracted were frozen in
liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C until use. First, the tissues were
ground and homogenized with M-PER mammalian protein extraction
reagent. After centrifugation at 10 000 rpm for 10 min at 4 °C, the
soluble fraction obtained was subjected to Bradford assay for
determining the total protein concentration. The MMP-2 content
was then determined as follows. The anti-MMP-2 antibody was
immobilized in the well plate upon incubation overnight at 4 °C and
rinsed three times with 1× PBST buffer. The tissue lysate was then
incubated in plate for 60 min at 37 °C and rinsed with 1× PBST
buffer. Pierce ECL Western Blotting substrate was used to detect the
chemiluminescence by Tanon 4200 automatic chemiluminescence
image analysis system after exposure and by using the Gel-Pro
analyzer software to perform gray analysis quantitatively. By
comparison with a MMP-2 standard substance, the MMP-2
expression level was determined and normalized according to the
total protein concentration.
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